We are one Life, one Journey, one Consciousness
Let us begin by greeting you with great respect to you, your work and mission, which helps to develop
the goodness in the world of human.
We are approaching you with an appeal and invitation to cooperate on a project which aims to
interconnect many people on the entire planet. Our intention is to create a unified power, that
would positively influence the energetic and information field of individuals, nations and entire
humankind, for the sake of the future development of Life on the Earth.
We are finding ourselves in a period of rebirth, when the “old” world is collapsing and the “new” one
will only develop based on our decisions.
We do have a chance and responsibility to be conscious co-creators of the new journey of humankind
on the Earth. Only the Silence has the unique ability to disconnected us from the “old” and help
us to open to the “new”.
This is why, the Via Harmonia project is coming with another event:

25 Hours of Silence for Life in Peace
16. - 17. 11. 2019
in Central Europe, in the Czech Republic, in Prague, we organize second gathering, where a large
number of people will physically stay together in SILENCE for 25 hours, in deep harmony, meditating
and concentrating on peace within ourselves and also around us. We will remain together in deep
consonance for 24 hours until the Sun passes around the Earth, plus one more hour to activate the
unified power.
We would be greatly honored, if you decide to organize similar gathering with your companions, in
your community place, with as many participating people as possible. In this way we would be able to
interconnect, based on your possibilities.
We therefore call those, who are active in their community life, and want to support the idea by
their work. Please fill the bellow form.
Register here >>>
The information about your possibilities is important for us, so we can visualize the unified
power connecting all of us across the Earth. Let´s give the power to Life in Peace!

Join us, everybody is important!
Only THE UNITED CONSCIOUSNESS CHANGES FATEFUL ENVIRONMENT
On behalf of all cooperating teams
Yours faithfully
Ernestína, Jaroslav, Lucie, Iva, Jaroslav
email: world@viaharmonia.com
www.viaharmonia.com
www.facebook.com/25hoursofsilence/

